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Forthcoming Lectures
Wednesday 13th September, 7 pm

Dr Val Billingham
Trustee of the Egypt Exploration Society and Independent Researcher

A Thousand Miles up the Nile:
Amelia Edwards’ voyage of discovery
In the winter of 187374, Amelia Edwards travelled up the Nile from
Cairo to Abu Simbel, a journey described in her 1876 bestseller, “A
Thousand Miles up the Nile”. In this lecture, Val Billingham will
draw on Amelia’s own words and on images from the Egypt
Exploration Society archive to tell the story of that seminal voyage.

Wednesday 11th October (7 pm, after AGM)
Dr Kasia Szpakowska

by Dulcie Engel

Swansea University

A Magical Mystery Tour through
the Ancient Egyptian Afterlife with Ra
Have you ever wondered what happened to the sungod Ra when he
set in the West each day? Come on a journey with him on his barque
through each of the 12 hours of the Duat (the Afterlife). Each section
had a different theme (each portal even had its own name) and tasks
that had to be performed. Meet the gods, goddesses and fabulous
strange creatures that inhabited the Afterlife that was so richly
described in the text known as the Composition of the Hidden
Chambers (aka the Book of Am Duat).
All lectures begin at 7 pm and are held in Room 2, Fulton House,
unless otherwise advertised.
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Apep / Apopis –
A demon of the
underworld
Apep or Apopis was a demon of
the underworld. He is seen by the
Egyptians as the embodiment of
dissolution, darkness and non-being
(Wilkinson 2003, 221). For this
reason, Apep is often associated as a
god of chaos. He is depicted in
Egyptian iconography as a giant
snake, with spring-like coils to
emphasize his great size.
Apep was most commonly
referred to as the “enemy of Re.” In
this context, he was mentioned
frequently within the sun gods
journey through the underworld or
the Amduat. Each night Apep is said
to attack the sun god and attempt to
prevent him from rising.
Due to this, Apep was one of the
most feared demons in Egypt and his
defeat every night was essential for
the continuation of the Egyptian
cosmological universe.
Origins
Apep was, according to
Wilkinson, believed by the Egyptians
to have existed from the beginning of
time in the waters of primeval chaos
which preceded creation (2003, 221).
This argument is supported by
Hornung who argues that ‘Apep, the
eternal enemy of the gods, does not
belong with the existent and has no
beginning or end’ (1996, 158-9).
However, the temple of Esna
contains reference to his origin as the
‘one who was spat out by Neith’
(Mpay Keboly 2010, 26). At Esna
Neith was said to be the creator of
the world and the mother to Re. She
is also credited with creating Apep,
her son’s arch enemy (Mpay Keboly
2010, 26). Perhaps it is this origin of
Apep that meant he could never be
destroyed completely and therefore
had to be repelled and destructed in a
continuous cycle every night to
ensure chaos was defeated.
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The Battle of Apep and Re
Apep is the chief foe of Re, as
one who opposes the sun god or as
one who rebelled against divine
order.
The New Kingdom funerary texts
provide the most evidence for Apep’s
mythology. The rebellion against Re
takes place in two forms: Apep
attempts to stop the solar barque and
he attacks the sun god. The battle
with Re can take place during the
morning in the east, at midday at the
zenith, in the evening in the west and
at night in the Amduat (Mpay
Keboly 2010, 252). However, the
book of the Amduat states the
encounter occurred between the
seventh and twelfth hour of night
(Hornung 1999, 27-53). The seventh
hour is dedicated to the repelling and
destruction of Apep. In this
destruction, Re is often said to have
the aid of the gods (such as Isis, Seth
or Horus) or the deceased, who
depicted themselves as helping Re
and maintaining the order of Maat
(Taylor 2001, 31).

Therefore, it can be argued that the
daily battle between order and chaos
(Re and Apep) forms the tension by
which the created world can be
maintained.
Worship in Egypt
Apep was not worshipped in
Egypt but was incorporated within
the daily cult of Re. The so-called
Book of Apopis was a collection of
magical rituals that aimed to protect
the sun god during his daily course
against Apep. The best- preserved
example of this is the Papyrus
Bremner-Rhind, held in the British
Museum. The “felling of Apep” was
said to be used by the priests in the
temple of Karnak and Luxor in the
daily cult to protect Re and the King
against Apeps’ attacks (Nordh 1996,
5).
During the Late Period, these
rituals would include the cutting and
burning of a wax model of Apep, a
symbolic way of destroying him and
protecting Re (Wilkinson 2003, 223).
As shown above, Apep was not
worshipped but greatly feared by the
Egyptians as he embodied chaos and
threatened the existence of the
universe and the order of Maat.
Bibliography

Depiction of a cat (form of Re) cutting the
head of Apep from tomb of Inherkhau,
Thebes (TT359).

The Coffin Texts also refer to the
striking power of Apep who is said to
attack Re himself which often results
in his eye being injured (CT 1033
VII 273a-b). The constant defeat of
Apep by Re has a much wider
significance to the Egyptians than
simply a battle. The victory of Re
and the defeat of Apep contributes to
the renewal of the sun god’s powers
(Mpay Keboly 2010, 293).
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New issue of NILE magazine

Editorial
Once again, welcome to our latest issue of
Inscriptions, and thank you to all those who have
contributed to this issue. I’d like to thank Dr Kasia
Szpakowska for setting her students the task of
writing an article on a chosen deity, and three of
them are published in this issue. Also a big thank
you to Dulcie Engel for the two long but extremely
readable and interesting articles that make up the
rest of the issue.
Archaeology in Egypt continues to uncover
increasing numbers of finds. Some examples are:
Archaeologists discover three ancient tombs in Egypt
They have been found at burial grounds south of
Cairo. Clay fragments found at the site date the
tombs between the 27th Dynasty, founded in
525BC, and the GrecoRoman era, which lasted
between 332BC and the 4th Century.

http://www.bbc.com/news/worldmiddleeast40939274

Archaeologists Discover ‘Important’ Trove of
Mummies Near Egypt’s Valley of the Kings
The mummies were found in the tomb of a noble
named Userhat which had been dated to Egypt’s
18th Dynasty∙ The tomb also contained mummies
from Dynasty 21. So far ten decorated wooden
coffins and nearly 1,000 funerary ushabti have been
found and there is speculation that other chambers
may contain more such material.
http://observer.com/2017/04/3500yearoldtomb
mummiesdiscoverednearegyptsvalleyofthekings/

A New Tomb in the Valley of the Kings
The Italians are confident that they have located a
new tomb in the Valley. The tomb is located near
that of Pharaoh Ay and excavation is planned, in
due course. At present, the identity of the tomb
owner is unknown but, because of its location some
people have suggested (on no other evidence) that it
might be the tomb of Ankhesenamun.
https://www.livescience.com/59840kingtutwifetomb
possiblyfound.html

Please consider whether you can contribute
something for the next issue. It doesn’t have to be
about Ancient Egypt (though that helps!). We’d love
to hear about your holidays, your project or your
special interests. Just pop them in the post to the
Egypt Centre, or email to me
(Mike_Mac_Donagh@msn.com) and we’ll do the
rest.

Mike Mac Donagh

The latest issue of Nile Magazine (Aug–Sept 2017) is out
now.
Our cover story features the Myths, Magic and Medicine of
the hippopotamus. The ancient Egyptians included hippo
products in their pharmacopoeia … find out why. Also
inside:
•

The story behind the world's first photo of the Great
Sphinx.

•

Heliopolis: recent discoveries in ancient Egypt’s city
of the sun.

•

The world's oldest artificial body part actually works!

•

Napoleon. Should he be regarded as the "Father of
Egyptology"?

•

From "The Royal Tombs of Ancient Egypt", the age
of the giant pyramids.

•

Ancient Magic for every occasion.

•

Previously unpublished amazing photos from the
Abu Simbel rescue.

As usual, members who subscribe can enjoy a 30%
discount on the newsstand cover price. The flyer pictured
above contains the coupon code to use to receive the
special rate. You can check out sample pages and
subscribe via the website: www.nilemagazine.co.uk

from Jeff Burzacott, Editor, Nile Magazine
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Bastet – Goddess of
fertility and
sexuality
Initially recognised as a lionheaded goddess in the Old Kingdom,
Bastet became associated with the
softer, more nurturing nature and
fecundity of the domesticated cat
from the Third Intermediate Period.
She is often regarded as the counterpart to Sekhmet, who is connected
with rage and occupies a more
militant nature.
Images of Bastet from c.1000BC
onwards take the form of a woman
with the head of a cat or simply a
seated domestic cat. She is sometimes
portrayed carrying a sistrum and at
other times holding a basket containing kittens (Lesko, 1999, p.151).
The cat in Ancient Egyptian culture
was considered to be a symbol of
female fertility and sexuality. In some
New Kingdom tomb paintings where
cats are depicted, they are usually
sitting underneath the seat of the
female, which may have some sexual
connotations (does not mean it could
simply depict a pet). In one particular
scene, there is a kitten sitting on the
lap of the master, whilst a full grown
female cat is under the seat of the
mistress (Te Velde, 1980, p.131). it has
been suggested that this particular
symbolism indicates that the woman
will be available for sexual relations
with the tomb owner in the afterlife
(Hart, 2005, p.46).
In later depictions of the goddess
she is presented as a cat with her
kittens around her, emphasising her
qualities as a mother and thus the
procreative powers. There are a vast
number of amulets in the form of
feline deities dating to the New
Kingdom that were preferred by
women. When depicted in these
amulets, Bastet appears in the form of
a seated cat, often alongside her
kittens, emphasising her fertility
powers. These amulets were worn
primarily by women for their fertility
enhancing abilities (Capel, 1996,p.70).

Bes - A domestic
deity

The presence of kittens held
Glazed Bastet Amulet. British
Museum: EA26239

between the breasts of some statuettes
of nude females that date to the New
Kingdom have been argued to
symbolise eroticism.
The popularity of the domestic cat
as a pet in the New Kingdom may
have been practical, i.e. they kept
rodents at bay, but there has also been
the suggestion that this was a sign that
even those of low status could have a
manifestation of Bastet in the
household (Lesko, 1999, p.152).
During the cult festival, the
Bubasteia, the women are said to have
exposed themselves whilst the throngs
of people celebrated by singing,
dancing and consuming alcohol. This
act highlights the importance of female
sexuality being an integral aspect of
the festivities (Lesko, 1999, p.231).

Bes is a greatly popular domestic
deity, who featured throughout almost
every period of Egyptian religion,
despite almost certainly originating in
Nubia. The name ‘bsɜ’ can be
translated to mean ‘to guard’ and
‘protect’, making the deity’s basic
function apparent1. However, Michel
Malaise suggests, due to Bes’s
appearance, his name was more likely
to be originally associated with a
premature child2.
The image of Bes is immensely
easy to identify due to his dismaying
yet amusing appearance. While he
appears to be a dwarf-like figure, his
main features include a lion-like
head―sometimes with feathers upon
his mane. He usually bares his teeth
and sticks his tongue out, whilst
occasionally he’s depicted with wings.
He is also presented with a curly beard
and moustache; his arms are often
outstretched and his legs are slightly
bowed.

Bibliography
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Figure 1. Faience Bes amulet,
dating from Third Intermediate
Period. Taken from The
Metropolitan Museum of Art
catalogue. Accession Number:
26.7.878
(http://www.metmuseum.org/
toah/works-of-art/26.7.878/)

by Sophie McCloy 1Quirke, S. (1992) 111
2

Malaise, M. (2003) 29
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Bes - continued
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London: Cornell University Press.
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(1997)
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Bibliography

tambourine on the leg on a piece of
furniture3. A similar image, dating
1,000 years later, is a wall painting on
the temple of Hathor, on the island of
Philae, where Bes plays the harp4.
Protection from all forms of
unfriendly menaces could be obtained
by wearing an amulet or having a
decoration featuring Bes within the
house. However, the protection of
women and children were most
associated with Bes, especially during
childbirth.
His ability to protect a child
through birth has resulted in his image
being included in depictions of the
conception and birth of the god Horus,
as well as the birth of many pharaohs,
including those shown on the temple’s
walls at Thebes5. Bes appears on a
hippopotamus tusk from the Middle
Kingdom which has been carved into a
heka wand, he has been labelled with
‘Aha’ translating to the ‘the Fighting
Deity’6, meaning his protective
properties were used in medical rituals,
especially ones aimed towards health
during childbirth. A ritual spell to help
ease a complicated labour involves
reciting ‘great dwarf with a large head
and short thighs’ four times over a clay
dwarf statue which is placed on the
forehead of the woman7.
Despite Bes’s obscure appearance,
his role as protector of the family is
indisputable. The designation of
‘guard’ seems awfully appropriate for
this particular little deity.

by Julia Smith

3

Silverman, D. (1995) 57
Favard. L. Meeks. D. (1997) 188
5
Hart, G. (2005) 50
6
Quirke, S. (1992) 108
7
Hart, G. (2005) 49
4
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Ancient Egypt in English
literature
Many thanks to Marian Whitehead for her literary insights on
all four writers and texts.

Introduction
We are all aware of the influence of Ancient Egypt on
Western culture. There have been waves of Egyptomania
throughout history, often triggered by important events such as
Napoleon’s campaign in Egypt and the subsequent publication
of the Description de l’Egypte (1809-1822); Belzoni’s
expeditions which brought many treasures back to the British
Museum, and gave wider access to the public with his
exhibitions (1820-1821); and Carter’s discovery of the tomb of
Tutankhamun in 1922. Interest in Ancient Egypt is part of the
Orientalism movement in art and literature, which came to the
fore in the nineteenth century, as an important strand in the
wider movement of Romanticism:
‘Just as the Romantic writers of prose-fiction were
fascinated with the original structure of the Oriental tales, the
poets of the period were deeply preoccupied with the remote and
exotic in order to stir their imaginative powers and to suggest
the added dimension they were seeking. To the Romantics, the
East was a model world of exoticism, and what helped
popularize such an image of the East was a very old Western
tradition which started way before politics and trade had forced
the Orient on the attention of the Western peoples; it started with
the Westerners’ amazement that the East, and not the West,
should have been the birthplace of almost all ancient
civilizations and of heavenly religions, particularly Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam’ (Oueijan 2000)
Throughout the years, Egyptomania has been manifested in
architecture and interior décor, in music and fashion, in art, film
and literature (see for example Booth 2011).
I have already examined the use of Egyptian imagery by
Dylan Thomas (Engel 2014); here I present four well-known
examples of Ancient Egyptian themes and iconography in the
English literary canon. I could have selected many more
examples…

William Shakespeare (1564-1616) Antony and Cleopatra
(c. 1607)
‘Shakespeare's main source for Antony and Cleopatra was
Plutarch's Lives, which was translated by Thomas North in
1579. Shakespeare ignored many of the historical events
reported in Lives, so that he could concentrate on the
relationship between Antony and Cleopatra. Plutarch spends
much time elaborating on Cleopatra's charms and, while
Shakespeare does make a few changes to create a more fastpaced and exciting story, he follows Plutarch's text very closely
in this regard’ (Shakespeare Online)
Plutarch (45-120) wrote his life of Antony in 75AD; here we
have Dryden’s 1683 translation of Antony’s first view of
Cleopatra:
‘she came sailing up the river Cydnus, in a barge with gilded
stern and outspread sails of purple, while oars of silver beat time
to the music of flutes and fifes and harps. She herself lay all
along under a canopy of cloth of gold, dressed as Venus in a
picture, and beautiful young boys, like painted Cupids, stood on
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each side to fan her. Her maids were dressed like sea nymphs
and graces, some steering at the rudder, some working at the
ropes. The perfumes diffused themselves from the vessel to the
shore, which was covered with multitudes, part following the
galley up the river on either bank, part running out of the city to
see the sight’
Compare this to the corresponding passage from
Shakespeare’s Antony & Cleopatra Act II, Scene 2 in which
Antony’s friend Enobarbus describes the scene:
‘The barge she sat in, like a burnished throne,
Burn’d on the water: the poop was beaten gold;
Purple the sails, and so perfumed that
The winds were love-sick with them; the oars were silver,
Which to the tune of flutes kept stroke, and made
The water which they beat to follow faster,
As amorous of their strokes. For her own person,
It beggar’d all description: she did lie
In her pavilion, - cloth-of-gold of tissue,O’er picturing that Venus where we see
The fancy out-work nature: on each side her
Stood pretty dimpled boys, like smiling Cupids,
With divers-colour’d fans, whose wind did seem
To glow the delicate cheeks which they did cool,
And what they undid did…
Her gentlewomen, like the Nereids8,
So many mermaids, tended her i’the eyes
And made their bends adornings: at the helm
A seeming mermaid steers: the silken tackle
Swell with the touches of those flower-soft hands
That yarely9 frame the office. From the barge
A strange invisible perfume hits the sense
Of the adjacent wharfs. The city cast
Her people out upon her; and Antony,
Enthron’d i’the market-place, did sit alone,
Whistling to the air; which, but for vacancy,
Had gone10 to gaze on Cleopatra too,
And made a gap in nature’
Shakespeare has kept very closely to Plutarch’s description,
yet embellished it even more, adding to the image of Cleopatra
as a woman of great beauty, commanding both wealth and
power. Antony is a man of no importance or interest in her
realm. He may be ‘enthroned’ in the market place, but she has
made it clear who holds the power. From this moment on,
Antony is enchanted. Cleopatra’s legend is guaranteed, as
emphasized by Enobarbus just a few stanzas on:
‘Age cannot wither her, nor custom stale
Her infinite variety’

Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822) ‘Ozymandias’, 1818
Shelley was one of the leading English Romantic poets. He
was greatly influenced by Wordsworth, and close to Byron and
Keats. He was an atheist, and a critic of social injustice and
oppression. These concerns emerge in his famous Egyptian
poem.
8

Sea nymphs from Greek mythology.
Archaic: ready, prepared.
10
‘But for…had gone’: if not for…would have gone
9
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‘In “Ozymandias” (1817-1818) Shelley asserts an “antique
land” in order to reveal the emptiness of pomp and power. In
this sonnet Shelley creates a sense of remoteness, antiquity, and
wonder by utilizing Eastern images borrowed from a historic
figure and an actual setting in order to reach a high level of
awareness’ (Oueijan 2000)
This poem takes as its central image the colossal statue of
Ramesses II (known as Ozymandias in Greek). A large fragment
was removed from the mortuary temple of Ramesses at Thebes
by Belzoni in 1816, and its acquisition by the British Museum
was announced the following year (although it did not arrive till
1821). It is believed that the 1817 announcement inspired
Shelley to write this sonnet on the impermanence of power. The
exotic tale ends with a warning to humanity: all human lives are
fleeting and only the earth endures:
I met a traveller from an antique land
Who said—“Two vast and trunkless legs of stone
Stand in the desert. . . . Near them, on the sand,
Half sunk a shattered visage lies, whose frown,
And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command,
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read
Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things,
The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed;
And on the pedestal, these words appear:
My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings;
Look on my Works, ye Mighty, and despair!
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal Wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away.”

Thomas de Quincey (1785-1859), ‘Confessions of an
English opium eater’, 1821
De Quincey was a journalist, translator and essayist, and
friend of the Romantic poets Wordsworth and Coleridge. He
was much influenced by them. He started taking opium as a
student, and soon became addicted. With this autobiographical
publication, de Quincey:
‘… invented recreational drug-taking, not because he was
the first to swallow opiates for non-medical reasons (he was
hardly that), but because he was the first to commemorate his
drug experience in a compelling narrative that was consciously
aimed at—and consumed by—a broad commercial audience.
Further, in knitting together intellectualism, unconventionality,
drugs, and the city, De Quincey mapped in the counter-cultural
figure of the bohemian. He was also the first flâneur11, high and
anonymous, graceful and detached, strolling through crowded
urban sprawls trying to decipher the spectacles, faces, and
memories that reside there. Most strikingly, as the selfproclaimed “Pope” of “the true church on the subject of opium,”
he initiated the tradition of the literature of intoxication with his
portrait of the addict as a young man. De Quincey is the first
modern artist, at once prophet and exile, riven by a drug that
both inspired and eviscerated him’ (Morrison 2013)
The section below conveys the vividness of opium-induced
dreams, and in particular the use of oriental imagery to convey
the idea of the otherness of these dreams. I have highlighted the
specifically Egyptian elements, many of which are reminiscent
11

A man who saunters around observing society (from the French verb
flâner, ‘to stroll, saunter’)
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of Egyptian imagery used by Dylan Thomas in his poems and
short stories (Engel 2014):
‘All this, and much more than I can say or have time to say,
the reader must enter into before he can comprehend the
unimaginable horror which these dreams of Oriental imagery
and mythological tortures impressed upon me. Under the
connecting feeling of tropical heat and vertical sunlights I
brought together all creatures, birds, beasts, reptiles, all trees
and plants, usages and appearances, that are found in all tropical
regions, and assembled them together in China or Indostan.
From kindred feelings, I soon brought Egypt and all her gods
under the same law. I was stared at, hooted at, grinned at,
chattered at, by monkeys, by parroquets, by cockatoos. I ran into
pagodas, and was fixed for centuries at the summit or in secret
rooms: I was the idol; I was the priest; I was worshipped; I was
sacrificed. I fled from the wrath of Brama through all the forests
of Asia: Vishnu hated me: Seeva laid wait for me. I came
suddenly upon Isis and Osiris: I had done a deed, they said,
which the ibis and the crocodile trembled at. I was buried
for a thousand years in stone coffins, with mummies and
sphynxes, in narrow chambers at the heart of eternal
pyramids. I was kissed, with cancerous kisses, by crocodiles;
and laid, confounded with all unutterable slimy things,
amongst reeds and Nilotic mud’ (de Quincey, 1821, extract
from Chapter 5, ‘The Pains of Opium’)

James Joyce (1882-1941) Ulysses, 1922
James Joyce wrote his masterpiece Ulysses between 1914
and 1921. His first novel was Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man (1916), and his work clearly echoes Morrison’s comments
on de Quincey above. Joyce was a great admirer of Shakespeare
and Shelley (Barger 2000). Joyce was himself an influence on
Dylan Thomas (1914-1953), whose works include a collection
of short stories, entitled Portrait of the Artist as a Young Dog
(1940).
Ulysses follows a specific day (16th June 1904) in the life of
Leopold Bloom12 as he moves around his home city of Dublin.
The other important character is Stephen Dedalus13, protagonist
of Portrait. The title makes clear the link to the Greek hero
Ulyssses14, who embarks on a long journey home, beset by trials
and challenges. The novel is rich in imagery, mythological and
literary allusions.
In the chapter entitled ‘Aeolus’15:
‘Stephen quotes an Irish orator who had portrayed Moses
talking to an Egyptian priest as a pointed allusion to the way the
Irish were kept in bondage by the English. Moses chose exile
with his chosen people but armed with the wisdom gleaned
among Egyptian hieroglyphics’ (Rabaté 2014: 213)
Here is a short extract from the passage in question (the
priest’s words are the first two sentences in italics; use of italics
as per the original):

12

As a Jew in Dublin, Bloom is very much the outsider looking in:
compare with De Quincey as the exile and flâneur.
13
13
Daedalus was the architect in Greek mythology who built
the labyrinth to hold the Minotaur, and then built waxen
wings for himself and his son Icarus to escape from the
labyrinth. Icarus flew too close to the sun: his wings melted
and he fell to earth. Daedalus survived and escaped to Sicily.
14
Latin form of the Greek name Odysseus.
15
The ruler of the winds in Greek mythology.
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‘…we have a literature, a priesthood, an agelong history
and a polity16.
Nile.
Child, man, effigy.
By the Nilebank the babemaries kneel, cradle of bulrushes…
-You pray to a local and obscure idol: our temples, majestic
and mysterious, are the abodes of Isis and Osiris, of Horus and
Ammon Ra…
-But, ladies and gentlemen, had the youthful Moses listened
to and accepted that view of life…he would never have brought
the chosen people out of their house of bondage…’ (1992/2000
180-181)
The Egyptian high priest is mentioned again, along with
more Egyptian imagery in the National Library scene of the
chapter entitled ‘Scylla and Charybdis’.17 Joyce describes the
atmosphere in the library:
“Coffined thoughts around me, in mummycases, embalmed
in spice of words. Thoth, god of libraries, a birdgod,
moonycrowned. And I heard the voice of that Egyptian
highpriest. In painted chambers loaded with tilebooks. They are
still. Once quick in the brains of men. Still: but an itch of death
is in them, to tell me in my ear a maudlin tale, urge me to wreak
their will.” (Joyce 1992/2000: 248)
According to Kiberd, in the library:
‘little reading, but much talking ensues…endless quotations
from the dead authors that swirl all around him18 … The library
in this chapter parallels the graveyard in “Hades”,19 with the
librarian in the role of the gatekeeper and Stephen’s review of
the coffined thoughts recalling Bloom’s musings over the dead’
(Kiberd 1997: 349)
‘Stephen muses on literary ghosts, on the power of dead
writers once their thoughts have been “coffined” in books…’
(Rabaté 2014: 213)
Conclusion

Our writers have used historical events in Egypt and their
earlier classical retellings to portray universal themes of power
and love. The story of Antony and Cleopatra is a tragedy about
political dominance and doomed love; Shelley’s poem is a
warning about the fleeting nature of absolute power. In Joyce,
the story of Moses and the flight from Egypt is a symbol of hope
for Irish nationalists to follow in their struggle for freedom.
Exotic images of Egyptian architecture, gods and customs
convey splendour in Shakespeare and Shelley, but lead to
tragedy and destruction. However, in De Quincey and Joyce,
these images can also express the power of imagination and
creativity, as well as alienation and death.
In my earlier discussion of Dylan Thomas (Engel 2014), I
noted the power of his Egyptian imagery to express themes of
love and death: we find similar concerns in the passages
examined here. We know that Dylan admired James Joyce, and
was familiar with all the classics of English literature (he was
the son of an English teacher, with free access to his father’s
well-stocked bookcase). He was greatly influenced by the

Romantic poets.20 Interestingly for our discussion, William Scott
once asked him what his favourite poem was. He replied with a
quotation from Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra: ‘I am
dying, Egypt, dying’ (Antony, Act IV, scene xv, line 41).21
The thread of Egyptian imagery in English literature is long:
I have merely touched the surface with the examples presented
here.
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An organised society, or form of government.
Two monsters from Greek mythology who guarded a narrow strait of
water and feature in The Odyssey; hence the expression ‘between
Scylla and Charybdis’: having to choose between two evils.
18
Stephen.
19
Title of an earlier chapter: name of the Greek underworld.
17
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20

See for example the British Heritage 2006 essay.
As recounted to Wynford Vaughn-Thomas in a 1963 BBC interview
with William Scott and Mervyn Levy, Thomas’s flatmates (along with
Alfred Janes) in Chelsea. See the interactive electronic book The Road
to Milk Wood (BBC 2014).
21
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“Wonderful things”
Ancient Egypt, cabinets of curiosities and
museums 22
At first I could see nothing, … but
presently, as my eyes grew accustomed to
the light, details of the room within
emerged slowly from the mist, strange
animals, statues, and gold – everywhere
the glint of gold … when Lord
Carnarvon, unable to stand the suspense
any longer, inquired anxiously, “Can you
see anything?” it was all I could do to get
out the words, “Yes, wonderful things.”
(Howard Carter on opening the Tomb of
Tutankhamun, November 1922. Carter,
1972: 35)
This famous quotation brings together
the themes I wish to explore here: the
fascination of the West with the history
and artefacts of Ancient Egypt; the human
desire to collect treasures in one place (a
box or chest, a room or tomb, a whole
building…); and the idea of wonder when
viewing these collections. We will see
that as with so many other constructs of
Western civilisation, the origins of
museums lie in the Near East.
Furthermore, Ancient Egypt has been a
rich source of many of the artefacts
collected over the centuries.
I will be making frequent references
to the collection in the Egypt Centre, the
Museum of Egyptian Antiquities at
Swansea University. The bulk of the
collection is part of Sir Henry Wellcome’s
vast acquisitions. Wellcome (1853-1936)
was a pharmacist by profession, and an
obsessive collector of medical and
anthropological materials. After his death,
it took forty years to organise and home
the objects. Indeed, as Larson (2009: 2)
points out: ‘entire museums have been
founded on a fraction of his collection’s
treasures’.
In 1971, 92 crates of Egyptian
material arrived in Swansea, and Kate
Bosse-Griffiths set up a small museum,
known as the Swansea Wellcome
Museum, which opened in 1976. This
22

A version of this paper was presented to the
Historical Association (Swansea Branch) in
June 2017. This research would not have been
possible without the help and encouragement
of the staff of the Egypt Centre Swansea:
thanks to Carolyn Graves-Brown, Wendy
Goodridge, Syd Howells, Lauren & Sam
Wale. Thanks also to Professor Caroline
Franklin (Swansea University), Ian Smith
(National Waterfront Museum Swansea) and
Marian Whitehead (Norwich).
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forms the basis of The Egypt Centre
today, which moved into purpose-built
premises in 1998.23
A brief history of museums 24
Definition of museums:
‘institutions that preserve and
interpret the material evidence of the
human race, human activity, and the
natural world. As such, museums have a
long history, springing from what may be
an innate human desire to collect and
interpret…’ (Lewis n.d.)
What is claimed to be the first
museum dates back to circa 530BC, and
the collection of Princess EnnigaldiNanna of Ur, Babylon.25 Archaeologists
excavating her palace discovered a
selection of artefacts from different
periods, along with clay cylinder labels in
three languages. They include objects
collected by her father Nabonidus, and by
an earlier king, Nebuchadnezzar.
Interestingly, the Egypt Centre holds
two artefacts with a Babylonian
connection. W950 is a brick from Ur with
a dedicatory inscription, referring to King
Ur-Nammu (2112-2095 BC). It dates
from around 2100 BC. W 952 is a marble
slab dating from around 600 BC, bearing
an inscription of Nebuchadrezzar, King of
Babylon. He is better known to us as
Nebuchadnezzar II (reigned 605-562 BC).
The slab proclaims the king as a provider
of temples and son of Nebopolassar.
The origin of our word ‘museum’
comes from the Greek ‘mouseion’,
meaning ‘seat of the Muses’, and referred
to a philosophical institution in the Greek
and Roman period. The Latin term was
‘musaeum’. The most celebrated
‘musaeum’, dating to the third century
BC, was in Egypt: the Great Museum of
Alexandria, founded by Ptolemy I
(Ptolemy Soter, 367-283), which can be
seen as a prototype of a university,
housing rooms for scholars, and most
famously, a great library.26
The Egypt Centre has a coin, a silver
stater (GR100), from the reign of Ptolemy I.
The term ‘museum’ was used to
describe collections of the rich (such as
that of the Medici family) during the
Renaissance, and later, collections of
curiosities, such as that of John
23

http://www.egypt.swan.ac.uk/about/historyof-the-egypt-centre/
24
Most of the historical information in this
section is from Lewis (n.d.).
25
See Maranto; Ennigaldi-Nanna website.
26
See Musaeum website.
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Tradescant the elder (1570-1638) and the
younger (1608-1662). Their Musaeum
Tradescantianum was originally housed in
their London home, ‘The Ark’, and
opened to the public. A German visitor,
Georg Stirn, lists what he saw there in
1638, of which this is just a small extract:
‘…all kinds of bright coloured birds
from India, a number of things changed
into stone, amongst others a piece of
human flesh on a bone, gourds, olives, a
piece of wood, an ape's head, a cheese,
etc; all kinds of shells, the hand of a
mermaid, the hand of a mummy, a very
natural wax hand under glass, all kinds of
precious stones, coins, a picture wrought
in feathers, a small piece of wood from
the cross of Christ…’ (Ashmolean
website)
Apart from the sheer range and
variety, we note that an Ancient Egyptian
item is already there: a mummy hand.27 A
catalogue was published in 1656, written
by John Tradescant the younger, with
help from others, including Elias
Ashmole. Its title was Musaeum
Tradescantianum or A Collection of
Rarities preserved at South Lambeth neer
London.28
The collection passed to Ashmole in
1659, and in 1677 to Oxford University.
In 1683 a purpose-built building was
opened to the public. The Ashmolean
Museum is considered to be the first
public museum in the world; however the
collection which started it was, as we
have noted above, also open to the public
in its previous London home. A
Tradescant gallery housing many items
from that original collection was opened
in 1978, and there is an online catalogue. 29
From the sixteenth century onwards,
there were many personalised collections
27

Disembodied hands are often found in
‘ethnographic’ collections; and the image is an
important one in Surrealist art, which often
juxtaposes miscellaneous objects (for example
Dali’s 1937 painting ‘Metamorphosis of
Narcissus’). See the discussion of Breton
below.
28
The Tradescants are buried at St Mary’s
Church Lambeth (now the Garden Museum,
which contains a partial recreation of the Ark),
in an Egyptian style tomb complete with
pyramid and crocodile (!). The epitaph by
John Aubrey includes the lines:
’As by their Choice Collections may appear,
Of what is rare in land, in sea, in air,
Whilst they (as Homer’s Iliad in a nut)
A world of wonders in one closet shut”
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garden_Museu
m). See also Gray 2016: 25; Moore 2017.
29
See Ashmolean website.
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established in Europe, known as cabinets
or Kammern (chambers), and a move
from collections held by royalty, to those
held by rich individuals, and later, the
bourgeoisie.
We have a record of an early
collection of Egyptian mummies from
Charles Patin in his ‘Travels through
Germany’, published in 1690:
‘as those kinds of Curiosities are not
very useful; so neither are they destitute
of their peculiar Beauty: of these some
are White and others Black, but the latter
are generally embalm’d, wrapt up in
Swathing-bands, and beset with Idols or
the Images of small Animals and other
superstitious Embellishments. I was
elsewhere presented with some Rarities of
this kind which were lately dugg out of
the Ground under a Pyramid in Ægypt’
(quoted in Mauriès 2002: 106).
The movement known as rationalism
placed an emphasis on classification and
order. It encouraged the establishment of
learned societies, who made their own
collections. Large museums did not
appear before the end of the eighteenth
century: the British Museum in 1759, the
Louvre in 1793.30 The main reason for the
establishment of the British Museum was
to house the 100 000 items collected by
Sir Hans Sloane (1660-1753):
‘There was nothing too small, too big,
too fast or too odd for Hans Sloane not to
want to put it under glass and attach a
label. Setting out to collect the world in
the late 17th century, Sloane packed his
cabinets with gnats’ blood, Inuit sun
visors, a stick to put down your throat to
make yourself sick, a cyclops pig, a silver
penis protector and a bit of coral that
looked just like someone’s hand. Out of
this jumble of natural and manmade
scraps he fashioned a legacy for the
nation. In 1759 the British Museum was
opened for the purpose of letting
plebeians, patricians and everyone in
between gawp at the world as refracted
through one man’s roving eye and sticky
fingers’ (Hughes 2017)
Of course the BM became a major
depository of Egyptian items, thanks to
adventurers and collectors like Belzoni
and Salt.
The Louvre was partly established to
house the works of art which Napoleon

acquired during his campaigns.31 These
include the Egyptian campaign (17981801), during which the Rosetta Stone
was discovered. The irony of history is
that this key to the decipherment of
hieroglyphs ended up in the British
Museum following Napoleon’s defeat!
Early museums were not like the ones
we are used to: ‘In the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, museums still
retained some aspects of the private
collections from which they grew, and
visitors were invited to touch artefacts on
display. A woman in 1786 described a trip
to the British Museum where she reached
into a Greek urn to caress the ashes’ (Lutz
2015: xxii). This seems quite scandalous
to us now, but many modern museums
have dedicated handling collections,
where visitors can touch some objects,
usually while wearing gloves (as indeed
is the case with the Egypt Centre’s
materials handling board).32
In Victorian London, the Great
Exhibition was much in the spirit of a
museum: a collection of wondrous objects
from around the world housed in the
splendour of a glass palace: ‘The Great
Exhibition in 1851 was the first
international exhibition of manufactured
products. It was organised by Henry Cole
and Prince Albert, and held in a purposebuilt Crystal Palace in Hyde Park. Many
of the objects in the Exhibition were used
as the first collection for the South
Kensington Museum which opened in
1857 and later became the Victoria and
Albert Museum’.33 This is an extract from
the novelist Charlotte Brontë’s letter
describing her visit, emphasising the
wonder of the displays and the allembracing coverage:
‘It is a wonderful place – vast,
strange, new and impossible to describe.
Its grandeur does not consist in one thing,
but in the unique assemblage of all
things. Whatever human industry has
created you find there, from the great
31

The Cairo Museum opened in 1858, and is
the repository for the contents of
Tutankhamun’s tomb.

In his cinematic reflection on the history of
the Louvre’s collection, Francophonia (2015),
Alexsandr Sokurov explores the notion of
museum as container (Bradshaw 2015).
32
The new curator of the Victoria & Albert
Museum, Tristram Hunt, acknowledges that:
‘One of the many areas I am learning about on
a daily level is the haptic power embedded in
museums’ (Higgins 2017). ‘Haptic’ relates to
the sense of touch.
33
http://www.vam.ac.uk/page/g/greatexhibition/. The scientific items went to the
Science Museum; the decorative objects to the
V & A.
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30

compartments filled with railway engines
and boilers, with mill machinery in full
work, with splendid carriages of all kinds,
with harness of every description, to the
glass-covered and velvet-spread stands
loaded with the most gorgeous work of
the goldsmith and silversmith, and the
carefully guarded caskets full of real
diamonds and pearls worth hundreds of
thousands of pounds’ (C. Brontë 1851)
Werner summarises more recent
changes in the role of museums: ‘The
main function of museums has
traditionally revolved around collecting,
preserving, researching and displaying
objects. In the last 50 years, a greater
emphasis has been placed on exhibitions,
interpretation, learning and audiences’
With particular respect to Egyptian
collections, Stevens discusses: ‘the
symbiotic and recursive relationship
between the development of museum
collections on the one hand, and the
advancement of field archaeology in
Egypt on the other…both arenas of
practice contributed to the process of
‘artefaction’ from which emerged a new
type of object: the excavated artefact’
(2013: 1). Furthermore, the excavated
artefact ‘required…documentation and
authentication’, with an ‘emphasis on
provenance and chronology’ (Stevens
2013: 10).

Cabinets and Chambers; wonders and
curiosities
cabinet (n.)1540s, "secret storehouse,
treasure chamber," from Middle French
cabinet "small room" (16c.), diminutive
of Old French cabane "cabin"…; perhaps
influenced by (or rather, from) Italian
gabbinetto, diminutive of gabbia, from
Latin cavea "stall, stoop, cage, den for
animals"...
Meaning "case for safe-keeping" (of
papers, liquor, etc.) is from 1540s,
gradually shading to mean a piece of
furniture that does this…’
chamber (n.) c. 1200, "room," usually
a private one, from Old French chambre
"room, chamber, apartment," also used in
combinations to form words for "latrine,
privy" (11c.), from Late Latin camera "a
chamber, room"
(Definitions from Online
Etymological Dictionary)
These definitions stress the origins of
both terms as a small, private or secret
room, with cabinet having the extra
senses of a place to store treasure, and a
piece of furniture. Sometimes the terms
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‘cabinets of curiosities’ and
‘Wunderkammern’ (chambers of
wonders) are used interchangeably, but
others distinguish between the two. We
also see variations in the terminology:
curiosity cabinets, cabinets of curiosity,
cabinets of wonders, chambers of
curiosities.34
We should also examine the
qualifiers:
wonder (n)Old English wundor
"marvelous thing, miracle, object of
astonishment," from Proto-Germanic
*wundran (cognates: Old Saxon wundar,
Middle Dutch, Dutch wonder, Old High
German wuntar, German wunder, Old
Norse undr), of unknown origin. In
Middle English it also came to mean the
emotion associated with such a sight (late
13c.)…
curiosity (n) late 14c., "careful
attention to detail," also "desire to know
or learn" (originally usually in a bad
sense), from Old French curiosete
"curiosity, avidity, choosiness" (Modern
French curiosité), from Latin
curiositatem (nominative curiositas)
"desire of knowledge, inquisitiveness,"
from curiosus ... Neutral or good sense is
from early 17c. Meaning "an object of
interest" is from 1640s.
curio (n)"piece of bric-a-brac from
the Far East," 1851, shortened form of
curiosity (n.).
(Definitions from Online
Etymological Dictionary)
The terms used in these definitions
sum up the important qualities of
cabinets, and those who created them: a
thirst for knowledge, a wish to marvel.
The use of the noun ‘curiosity’ to
describe objects features in the title of
Charles Dickens’ novel The Old Curiosity
Shop. This first description of the shop
from Chapter 1 is as evocative as Howard
Carter’s description of his first sight of
the ante-chamber of Tutankhamun’s
tomb, and again the emphasis is on
hidden treasures:
‘The place through which he made his
way at leisure was one of those
receptacles for old and curious things
which seem to crouch in odd corners of
this town and to hide their musty
treasures from the public eye in jealousy
and distrust. There were suits of mail

standing like ghosts in armour here and
there, fantastic carvings brought from
monkish cloisters, rusty weapons of
various kinds, distorted figures in china
and wood and iron and ivory: tapestry and
strange furniture that might have been
designed in dreams. The haggard aspect
of the little old man was wonderfully
suited to the place; he might have groped
among old churches and tombs and
deserted houses and gathered all the
spoils with his own hands. There was
nothing in the whole collection but was in
keeping with himself nothing that looked
older or more worn than he’ (Dickens,
1840-41).
As Adams (2016) notes: ‘Before there
were museums, there were cabinets of
curiosity. They were mostly the preserve
of European rulers. Writing in 1587,
Gabriel Kaltemarckt, an adviser to
Christian I of Saxony, set out a shopping
list for the types of objects the prince
needed to create his collection, which
would be housed in a room of his palace.
The inventory consisted of sculptures and
paintings, “curious items from home or
abroad” and, finally, “antlers, horns,
claws, feathers and other things belonging
to strange and curious animals”. The
theatres of memory were designed as
spaces for contemplation. They
symbolised in microcosm a kind of
absolute power – all the world’s wonders
contained in one room – but were also
designed to offer a glimpse inside the
capacious halls and corridors of the
monarch’s inquiring mind’.
And specifically, ancient Egyptian
objects in early collections ‘were
considered from the seventeenth through
to the nineteenth century to be ‘wondrous
curiosities’ (Stevens 2013:2). 35
Collections were originally housed in
a room (of a palace or a stately home),
referred to as a cabinet. For example, the
drawing room at Felbrigg Hall in Norfolk
was remodelled in the 1750s to house
pictures bought on the Grand Tour. Those
paintings still hang where they were
originally placed by the collector,
Willliam Windham, and the room is
called the Cabinet.36 According to
Mauriès (2002: 69): ‘the first impression
on entering a cabinet of curiosities was
one of a world in miniature, an
accumulation of objects in such profusion

34

35

See Hemingway 2004. For a comprehensive
and beautiful book on the subject, see Mauriès
(2002/2011). Also, Impey and MacGregor
(eds) (2001).
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Stevens is referencing S. Moser’s 2006 book
Wondrous Curiosities. Ancient Egypt at the
British Museum (London & Chicago).
36
Felbrigg Hall Guide.
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that it was difficult to find one’s way
round it; there was no beginning and no
end. But the visitor was then expected to
open the cupboards and the drawers and
to examine each object in detail’.
The use of a dedicated space is part of
the concern with classification: ‘The
objects were usually displayed together.
But they were categorized as
alienkabinett/Wunderkammer/museo
naturale’(Hemingway 2004).
The first treatise on the
Wunderkammer, entitled Inscriptiones,
was written in 1565 by Samuel
Quiccheberg, librarian to the Duke of
Bavaria. He considered the objects
collected as a form of theatre. They
‘performed an encyclopaedic function by
displaying the wonders of the world, but
also demonstrated the curiosity and
interests of the sponsor’ (Gray 2016: 22;
see also Mauriès 2002: 23).
In 1624, Francis Bacon extolled the
virtues of:
‘a goodly huge cabinet, wherein
whatsoever the hand of man by exquisite
art or engine hath made rare in stuff,
form, or motion; whatsoever singularity,
chance, and the shuffle of things hath
produced; whatsoever nature hath
wrought in things that want life and may
be kept, shall be sorted and included’
(1919: xiii).
And as Lewis (n.d.) points out:
‘Greater precision was sometimes
applied, the terms Kunstkammer and
Rüstkammer, for example, referring
respectively to a collection of art and a
collection of historical objects or armour.
Natural objects were to be found in a
Wunderkammer or Naturalienkabinett. In
England the term gallery, borrowed from
Italian galleria, referred to a place where
paintings and sculpture were exhibited.
One Italian collection of natural
specimens was called a museo naturale’.
There was also a fashion for
Porzellan-Kabinette (porcelain rooms) in
courts and palaces across Europe; for
example Queen Mary II of England(16621694) had two: one at Kensington House,
and one at Hampton Court (de Waal
2015: 200).37
Cabinets themselves were also
collected: ‘Italian cabinets and tables
decorated with inlaid semi-precious
stones known as ‘pietre dure’ were a
37

De Waal has also made a modern version,
on display at the National Museum of Wales,
Cardiff in 2017.
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‘must-have’ for English milords returning
from their Grand Tours. The finest
example is perhaps the Sixtus V cabinet
at Stourhead, in Wiltshire’ (Yorke,
2015).38
And indeed, cabinets of curiosities
became the subjects of paintings, such as
those by Breughel the Younger, Frans
Francken the Younger, Domenico Remps,
and Gaspar de Witte.39
Olalquiaga (2005/6)40 distinguishes
between Wunderkammern as Renaissance
collections of rarer objects (both natural
and artificial), and later (17th and 18th
century) curiosity cabinets which were
classified according to type (see above).
She calls this a ‘transition from wonder to
knowledge’, and we can see here the
beginnings of scientific collections.
No longer the preserve of royalty,
cabinets moved out of palaces and into
stately homes, and later bourgeois salons.
The reduced space and desire for
classification41 led to arrangements in
shelves and drawers. Olalquiaga (2005/6)
notes that objects were now placed
behind glass, linking them to the way
saints’ relics were protected in the Middle
Ages, ‘which were at the very origin of
Wunderkammern’.42 And of course, the
display of objects behind glass is typical
of the public museums which followed.
Glass was also the defining material of
the Great Exhibition (see above), housed
in its Crystal Palace. And Wardian cases,
38

In the mid-twentieth century, a classic piece
of design was the ‘trumeau’ architectural
cabinet, by P. Fornasetti and G. Ponti. This is a
storage cabinet decorated with architectural
drawings (see ‘trumeau’ website).
39
See reproductions in Mauriès (2002/2011),
and on this website:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category
:Cabinets_of_curiosities_in_art
40
See discussion of this article in Cabinet of
Wonders 2008.
41
And not just for these collections: Carl
Linnaeus developed his taxonomy of living
things from the 1730s onwards (see Linnean
Society website). This was interpreted with a
modern Wunderkammer project by Mark Dion
called ‘Systema Metropolis’ at the Natural
History Museum in 2007, to celebrate the
300th anniversary of Linnaeus’s birth (Gray
2015: 22), and is an inspiration for “Making
Nature’, a 2016-17 exhibition at the Wellcome
Museum (Dee 2016).
Furthermore, varieties of (live) citrus trees
were considered an extension of curiosity
cabinets (see Attlee 2014, chapter 2).
42
In 1908, J. von Shlosser drew parallels
between cabinets and the chambers used to
house sacred treasures in Greek temples and
Christian churches (Mauriès 2002: 23).
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used by plant collectors to bring back
living specimens, were also made of
glass.
We could push further back than the
Middle Ages however. The foundation
deposits of Egyptian temples constitute
closed collections of important and
valuable objects, votive offerings to the
gods. The chambers of Egyptian tombs
were treasure houses: an accumulation of
disparate objects exclusively for the eyes
of the gods and the re-born tomb owner.
They were designed to contain everything
s/he would need in the afterlife: food,
clothes, textiles, jewellery, furniture,
weapons, transport… Furthermore, there
were cabinets of a sort within these
chambers: the mummy in a series of
coffins and outer sarcophagus; the
preserved internal organs in canopic jars43
inside a canopic chest; the shabtis in a
box…Indeed, as Carter said, ‘wonderful
things’.
The Egypt Centre houses a 21st
Dynasty coffin (W1982), plus various
coffin and sarcophagus fragments. There
is also a canopic jar (W498) and 4 jar lids
(W1024, EC 388, EC 389, EC 151), but
no canopic chest. Although there is no
shabti box in the collection, there are
approximately 400 shabtis, including a
group of 20 wooden shabtis belonging to
Ptahotep,44 whose shabti box is in
Birmingham Museum.
Many Egyptian tomb relics found
their way into curiosity cabinets as well
as museums, in particular with the
popularity of the Grand Tour (as
mentioned above), with travel organised
by Thomas Cook from 1869 onwards. In
Egypt, intrepid explorers such as
Giovanni Belzoni and Amelia Edwards
gave way to boatloads of Cooks tourists
sailing along the Nile; and bringing home
souvenirs!45
In 1849, Florence Nightingale went
on an adventurous Egyptian holiday and
acquired some genuine amulets which she
described as ‘rubbish’, although she rated
highly some seals which were fakes!46
43

A precursor to bottled natural specimens
perhaps?
44
Catalogue numbers W378-397.
45
See Hannay 2012, 33: ‘Only five years after
that first foray into Egypt, Cook’s Egyptian
tours were world renowned’. See also pp104115, ‘Taking the Grand Tour of Egypt’.
46
Nightingale’s collection is displayed in the
newly refurbished Egyptian Gallery of the
World Museum, Liverpool (see Kennedy
2017a).
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In his 1860 account of a tour of Egypt,
the Welsh Methodist minister John
Foulkes Jones describes the ‘rapacity of
Arabs’ and the ‘curiosity of travellers’
which stoke the trade in relics:
‘while I was examining here a fine old
mummy, one of the men came running
with his hatchet and offered to sever the
head off for me: he assured me it was
very “good”, and he could let me have it
“cheap”… these savages think themselves
at liberty to practise any indignity upon
the bodies of the ancient Egyptians’
(1860: 209-210).
He goes on to conclude:
‘Many of those relics have come over
to England; and here they are now,
honoured with a glass-case in some
museum of antiquities, or stuck up on
some gentleman’s mantel-piece, to be
fingered by callers and friends!’ (1860:
210)
There is a delicious irony here, as
Foulkes Jones himself acquired exactly
such relics in Egypt; his collection is
currently partly on display in the Egypt
Centre!47 Here, Wendy Goodridge, the
assistant curator, describes receiving the
donation:
‘John Taylor, an assistant keeper at the
British Museum, brought us a bag of
objects that the Rev John Foulkes Jones, a
19th-century collector, had amassed while
in Egypt. When I unwrapped the
packages – still in newspaper dating back
to the beginning of the 20th century – I
discovered a mummy’s hair and a bottle
of holy water from Bethlehem. A
mummified finger rolled across the desk
stopping right next to my uneaten apple’
(THES, 2016).
The finger belongs to a mummified
hand (EC 1918); there is also part of a
mummy’s skull (did the minister change
his mind about buying the “very good,
cheap” head after all?), inscribed (on the
inside of the skull): ‘Tombs of the
Pharaohs at Thebes’(EC 1919); a human
mandible from Thebes (EC 1921); a
damaged New Kingdom shabti (EC
1917); and a metal cone described on its
label as the ‘summit of Cheops’ pyramid;
clearly a fake, resembling a pie funnel
47

Many thanks to Lauren & Sam Wale at the
Egypt Centre for alerting me to this collection,
and to Sam for showing me the items in
storage. There are 24 items in total (plus labels
and old newspaper wrappings): catalogue
numbers EC 1916-1940. It is thought they
were collected around 1849, or possibly 1855.
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more than the capstone of a pyramid (EC
1920)!
A typical example of a Victorian
cabinet of curiosities is at Peckover
House, Wisbech (Cambridgeshire). The
wooden cabinet consists of eight drawers,
six of which are firmly closed, with two
ajar and covered with glass. Every month
or so, the cabinet is fully open to the
public. Drawer 6 is described as
containing ‘Egyptian miniatures and
fragments’. The items include eight
faience shabtis, a copper alloy statuette of
a god, a necklace, and amulet fragments.
The collection was put together by
Alexander, Lord Peckover (1830-1919).
Here his grandson, the artist Ronald
Penrose, evokes a child’s fascination:
‘The smell of cedar-lined drawers and
the stare of glass-fronted cabinets were
haunting. The locked cases contained
careful arrangements of innumerable
curiosities drawn up like royalty at the
saluting base: mummies, coins, walkingsticks, bottles of water from the Jordan,
watches, rhino horns, specimens of the
smallest in the world or the largest of
unlikely objects, all meticulously
preserved, dusted and dominated by my
grandfather’s commanding voice
booming incessantly at the young, ‘keep
off dirty paws!’’ (quoted in Wild 2004,
after Adshead 1998)
The largest private collection of
Ancient Egyptian artefacts in the UK is to
be found at another National Trust
property, Kingston Lacy, in Dorset. There
is an obelisk in the grounds, discovered in
Egypt in 1815 by explorer and
Egyptologist William Bankes (17861855). The Egyptian artefacts are
displayed in the Egyptian Room, and are
mementoes of William’s travels through
Egypt between 1815 and 1819.48
Another well-known private collector
of Egyptian objects was the
psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud (18561939). In his London house (now a
museum), the study: ‘contains Freud's
remarkable collection of antiquities:
Egyptian; Greek; Roman and Oriental.
Almost 2,000 items fill cabinets and are
arranged on every surface. There are
rows of ancient figures on the desk where
Freud wrote until the early hours of the
morning’
(http://www.freud.org.uk/about/).

48

See
http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/kingston-lacy/
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The Egyptian objects include coffin
masks, statues of gods, shabtis and
amulets. As the website says, ‘Freud
worked in a museum of his own creation’.
According to Jones (2016b): ‘Freud’s
collection of ancient Greek, Egyptian and
Chinese artefacts symbolise mythologies
that for him illuminated the nature of the
psyche’. And for Marina Warner (1998,
Freud museum guide: vii): ‘His cabinet of
wonders founded the idea of a personal
museum that expresses individual desire’.
Indeed, some psychologists believe that
the collector’s impulse is a: ‘need to see
reflected in the objects of their collections
an exhilarating, narcissistic projection of
their own self-image’ (Mauriès 2002:73).
A slightly different type of cabinet is
the Mundaneum, which was created in
Belgium in 1910. Its aim was to gather
together all the world’s knowledge and
classify it. Which was of course the aim
of early cabinets. The Mundaneum
consisted mainly of a set of wooden
cabinets filled with bibliographic index
cards. These are now on display in a
dedicated museum in Mons (Belgium).
The collection also included books,
newspapers, documents, posters and
postcards. Clearly an important stage in
the development of documentation
science, it has been superseded by digital
technology and computers. However, the
idea of collecting and storing knowledge,
in the form of objects or writings49, inside
a cabinet or dedicated room, has a long
history. And although technologically
obsolete, the Mundaneum museum has a
fully functioning website and attracts
visitors: as we will see, old-fashioned is
not necessarily bad.
Although the term ‘cabinet of
curiosities’ can be used in a negative
sense.50 In the 1920 German horror film
49

Indeed, writings were found in Egyptian
tombs. They were usually extracts from The
Book of the Dead written on papyrus scrolls,
coffins, shabtis, and amulets, and on small
pieces of papyrus placed inside hollow
wooden Ptah-Soker-Osiris figures (see for
example W452 in the Egypt Centre).
There is also a written Arabic tradition of
books of wonder (kutub al-‘aja’ib); one of
these includes a description of the lighthouse
at Alexandria in 1115 (Béjarano Escanila and
Werner, 2015).
50
We note that the cabinet is described here as
being in the shape of an Ancient Egyptian
sarcophagus, which links with comments
made above re coffins and sarcophagi as
cabinets. There is a further link between freak
shows and museums/cabinets. Alice
Hoffman’s 2014 novel The Museum of
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‘The Cabinet of Dr Caligari’, the title
refers to a fairground spectacle using a
coffin-like box:
‘After some people enter the tent and
sit down, Dr. Caligari opens a vertical
cabinet shaped like a mummy’s
sarcophagus, and we see Cesare is a gaunt
young man who wakes and steps forward
in extreme slow motion. Supposedly he
spends his life sleeping in the cabinet and
is able to predict the future when awake’
(http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0010323/sy
nopsis?ref_=tt_stry_pl)
A recent independent review of local
museums in Wales criticised some for not
changing with the times: ‘There was a
risk museums could become ‘little more
than cabinets of curiosities’’ (BBC News
Wales 2015), seen by the report authors as
a negative outcome. Some museums
however preserve this old-fashioned
charm deliberately. Swansea Museum
(famously described by Dylan Thomas as
‘a museum which should have been in a
museum’51) calls its ‘miscellaneous’
upstairs gallery ‘The Cabinet of
Curiosities’. And also in Swansea, the
newly extended and renovated Glynn
Vivian Art Gallery gives pride of place to
the collection (entitled ‘Journeys between
Art and Life’) of its principal benefactor,
Richard Glynn Vivian (1835-1910), who
travelled the world, building up an
impressive collection of paintings,
Extraordinary Things describes a Coney Island
fairground museum which houses live human
‘freaks’ as well as deformed animal specimens
in glass jars. And of course, human bodies
(and not just Egyptian mummies) have been
displayed in ‘respectable’ museums, such as
the stuffed body of an African, on show for
years in a small Spanish museum (Westerman
2016). There is a very similar use of the term
in a negative sense in this headline: ‘The new
Musée de L’Homme is so much more than a
racist cabinet of curiosities’ (Jones 2015),
discussing the revamp of an ethnographical
museum in Paris.
Furthermore, a recent performance piece by
Mat Fraser, commissioned by the Research
Centre for Museums and Galleries at the
University of Leicester, was entitled “Cabinet
of Curiosities: How Disability was kept in a
box”
(http://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/museumstu
dies/rcmg/projects/cabinet-ofcuriosities/cabinet-of-curiosities-howdisability-was-kept-in-a-box). It looked at the
ways disability and disabled people are
portrayed in museums, and clearly the title
plays on ideas of prejudice and negativity.
51
Thomas 1967: 5. Swansea Museum is in fact
the oldest museum in Wales, opening in 1841
(see website).
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ceramics and other items.52 Another
recent Swansea example is a cabinet of
curiosities put on display at Morriston
Hospital, including toe nail clippings
from the 1950s, and a leather restraint
mitten from the 1900s (BBC News
Wales , February 2017).
Other examples which come to mind
as ‘curiosity cabinet type’ museums are
the ethnographical collection in the Pitt
Rivers Museum in Oxford53; the eclectic
arrangements of natural objects at Kettle’s
Yard in Cambridge54; Sir John Soane’s
Museum in London55 (which houses the
sarcophagus of Sety I, discovered by
Belzoni); the Horniman Museum56
(London); the Viktor Wynd Museum of
Curiosities57(also in London); the
Warrington Museum and Art Gallery58;
and the Marès Museum in Barcelona.59 A
completely Egyptian example would be
52

The original gallery was opened in 1911; the
extension in 2016
(http://www.swansea.gov.uk/article/7270/Rich
ard-Glynn-Vivian)
53
The collection of archaeologist and
anthropologist General Pitt Rivers; founded in
1884. https://www.prm.ox.ac.uk/pitt-riversmuseum. See also Stevens (2013) on the
Egyptian collection here.
54
Conceived by artist and art historian Jim
Ede in 1956. http://www.kettlesyard.co.uk
55
The collection and home of architect J.
Soane, preserved as at the time of his death in
1837. http://www.soane.org
56
The collection of Victorian tea trader F.J.
Horniman, first opened to the public in 1890.
http://www.horniman.ac.uk
57
This museum opened in 2014. According to
the website: ‘The Museum will present an
incoherent vision of the world displayed
through wonder enclosed within a tiny space,
no attempt is made at classification and
comprehensiveness, instead the museum
focuses on the pre-enlightenment origins of
the museum as Wunderkabinett – a mirror to a
world so suffused with miracles and beauty
that any attempt at categorization is bound to
fail’
http://www.thelasttuesdaysociety.org/museumcuriosities/#.WKrHYhicYlU
58
Warrington converted an old natural history
gallery into a cabinet in 2014, including handwritten labels on an eclectic range of artefacts
(Gray 2015: 25).
http://www.warringtonmuseum.co.uk
59
The Collector’s cabinet (top 2 floors of the
building) is described in the visitor leaflet:
‘tens of thousands of objects make up a great
‘collection of collections’ that documents past
lifestyles and customs…Fans, pipes, watches,
jewellery, photographs, toys, keys, pharmacy
and reliquary bottles, all presented in an
intimate environment, evoke Marès’ private
universe’ (Marès Museum).
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the Petrie Museum in London60. And the
newly designed ‘Europe 1600-1815’
gallery at the Victoria & Albert Museum
has named a children’s activity area
‘Cabinet of Curiosities’ (Gray 2016: 22,
Holdsworth 2016).
Public engagement can also be part of
the ‘cabinets’ approach. The National
Trust ‘Cabinets of Curiosity’ project at
Llanerchaeron asks the public to choose
which objects should be on display in this
Aberaeron house which holds the 5000
objects collected by antiques dealer
Pamela Ward (1908-1944), although there
is no link between her and the estate.61
Warrington Museum has brought in
community groups to create cabinets from
the collection (Gary 2015: 25). And Ian
Smith, of the National Waterfront
Museum in Swansea has created
community museums in deprived areas of
the city by bringing empty cabinets into
schools and community centres and
requesting artefacts from the public which
help tell local history stories (see Smith
2016).62
Another recent use of the term is in
the 2015 book by Deborah Lutz, The
Brontë cabinet: Three Lives in Nine
Objects. As one reviewer points out:
‘Exploring famous lives through objects
is the latest fashion in biography.
‘Material culture’ or ‘thing theory’ 63 has
60

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/museums/petrie.
The basis of this collection was bequeathed by
Amelia Edwards (1831-92). Here she is on her
personal collection: ‘(it is) dearer to me than
all the rest of my curios are my Egyptian
antiquities; and of these, strange to say, though
none of them are in sight, I have enough to
stock a modest little museum. Stowed away in
all kinds of nooks and corners, in upstairs
cupboards, in boxes, drawers, and cases
innumerable, behind books, and invading the
sanctity of glass closets and wardrobes, are
hundreds, nay, thousands, of those fascinating
objects in bronze and glazed ware, in carved
wood and ivory, in glass, and pottery, and
sculptured stone, which are the delight of
archaeologists and collectors’
Cited by Challis & Stevenson (2015: 13).
61
See Hoad 2014, Llanerchaeron website.
62
My thanks to Ian Smith for making time to
talk to me about his project.
63
Material culture refers to: ‘the physical
evidence of a culture in the objects and
architecture they make, or have made’
(Material Culture website). Thing theory:
‘focuses on human-object interactions in
literature and culture. It borrows from
Heidegger's distinction between objects and
things, which posits that an object becomes a
thing when it can no longer function according
to the use to which it is commonly put’ (Thing
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become the new formula used to enliven
well-worn biographical snippets’.64 It can
however be a very moving approach, as
we see inside the sisters’ own boxes of
objects: ‘In Charlotte’s sewing box
snipped off finger ends of kid gloves
jostle with a piece of whalebone stay and
a pair of black silk cuffs. In Anne’s box
pebbles collected on the beaches at
Scarborough when she was a governess
still remain’ (Trethaway 2015). The
cabinet of the title however is virtual,
although Lutz makes reference in her
preface to an apostles cabinet65 which
features in Jane Eyre, and which
Charlotte actually saw when visiting a
grand house (Lutz, 2015: xx).
Indeed, as Trethaway(2015) points
out, an approach via objects: ‘is a
particularly appropriate genre for
Victorians who believed that material
remnants could maintain a connection
between the living and the dead’. 66 Not
so far from the Ancient Egyptian belief
that material objects could help the dead
in the afterlife, which would be like life in
Egypt, only better. The link between the
living and the dead was very strong in
both cultures. And of course, like many
Egyptian artefacts, these small items
belonging to the Brontë sisters are now in
a museum. Most of them have not moved
however: the museum was their home,
Haworth Parsonage, in West Yorkshire.67
In 2010, the BBC and the British
Museum collaborated on a project with a
very similar title: ‘A History of the
World in 100 objects’. A series of
programmes on BBC Radio 4 were
devoted to 100 objects from the museum
spanning the last 2 million years.68 In his
theory website). From this point of view, all
artefacts in museums and cabinets could be
described as ‘things’ as they are on display,
rather than being used as originally intended.
64
Trethaway 2015.
65
A seventeenth century Dutch cabinet carved
with the heads of the twelve apostles.
66
See Lutz (2015: xxi)
67
Not all the objects discussed in the book are
in the Parsonage Museum: some are in other
museums and libraries.
68
6 Ancient Egyptian objects were included:
the Mummy of Hornedjitef, a clay model of
cattle, King Den’s sandal label, the Rhind
Mathematical Papyrus, the statue of Ramesses
II, and the Rosetta Stone. Plus 2 AncientEgypt related objects from Sudan: the sphinx
of Kushite Pharoah Taharqo, and a bronze
head of the Roman Emperor Augustus found
at Meroë (originally from Syene, near Aswan).
There is also a silver coin of Alexander the
Great minted in Turkey. The Egypt Centre
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preface to the accompanying book,
MacGregor (2012: xiii) states: ‘Telling
history through things is what museums
are for’. This collection of 100 items from
around the world could be seen as a
virtual cabinet, presenting a world history
of human civilisation. And in March
2016, the Fashion Museum in Bath
opened an exhibition entitled: ‘A History
of Fashion in 100 objects’.69 In 2017, art
dealer Oliver Hoare put on an exhibition
in London called ‘Every Objects Tells a
Story’. The artefacts on show include a
silver skull pomander, polished slices of
meteorite, and a Siberian bronze figure
covered in tattoos.70
Recent memoirs have also followed
this approach: in The Hare with Amber
Eyes, Edmund de Waal (2010) traces the
history of his family through an inherited
collection of Japanese netsuke. Penelope
Lively (2013) charts her own life via her
six most treasured possessions in
Ammonites and Leaping Fish. Lynn
Knight (2016) remembers the women in
her family (and the lives of women in
general) through the contents of her
family button box.
In September 2015, the Sainsbury
Centre at UEA in Norwich opened an
exhibition entitled ‘Magnificent
Obsessions: The Artist as Collector’. It
included the personal collections of Andy
Warhol, Peter Blake, Damien Hirst and
Edmund de Waal: ‘Their collections
range from mass-produced memorabilia
to rare art and artefacts and from natural
history specimens to curios and objects
reflecting popular culture’ (Sainsbury
Centre 2015/16). In 2016, there was an
exhibition at New York’s Mew Museum
called ‘The Keeper’, a survey of the
collecting passion in art. Reviewing this,
Jones (2016b) describes the American
obsession with collecting as a reflection
of the consumer economy: ’the land of
stuff is a collector’s paradise’. Damien
Hirst’s 2017 exhibition in Venice,
“treasures from the Wreck of the
Unbelievable’, purports to be a collection
of ancient objects raised from the seabed,
but they are not all they seem. Hirst plays
on the ideas of acquisitiveness and
authenticity, and this seems a fitting
tribute in this post-truth world.71
silver coin from the reign of Ptolemy I
(GR100) also depicts Alexander on one side.
69
http://www.fashionmuseum.co.uk/
events/history-fashion-100-objects
70
See review in Kennedy (2017b).
71
See Cumming (2017). The idea of a ship and
a wreck links to the film about the Louvre,
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The artistic obsession with collecting
can also be seen in the ‘found’ objects of
the Surrrealists (Mauriès 2002: 24).
Mauriès (2002:211) refers to an item of
particular interest here by André Breton
from 1953, a poème-objet entitled ‘Panhoplie72 pour Elisa’ :
‘This work consists of a shallow,
vertical box of rather rough wood framing
the objects which are fixed to its inside
back surface with pins and small nails.
The text reads ‘PAN HOPLIE POUR
ELISA’, followed by a series of
hieroglyphs. The words ‘PAN HOPLIE’
are formed by an arrangement of fortyfive iridescent blue-green beetles, each
one speared by a pin…’ (Malt 2006: 124).
A note by Breton on the back of the
box translates the hieroglyphs as ‘I shine
with love for you’.
So hieroglyphs and scarab-like beetles
are key elements in this love poem
collage, a cabinet in miniature.
And Surrealists were profoundly
influenced by the ideas of a collector
already mentioned; namely Sigmund
Freud.

Conclusion
‘When I first came through the doors
of the British Museum at the age of eight,
I began with the mummies, and I think
that’s still where most people begin when
they first visit. What fascinated me then
were the mummies themselves, the
thrilling, gruesome thought of the dead
bodies…Now I am much more interested
in the mummy cases…mummies and their
cases remain some of the Museum’s most
potent artefacts’ (McGregor (Director of
the British Museum), 2012: 3).
We started this article with Howard
Carter’s first glimpse of Tutankhamun’s
tomb. The ‘wonderful things’ he saw are
now in the Cairo museum, but as we have
noted, Ancient Egyptian artefacts have
been an important part of collections
throughout the ages.
The human desire to collect and
organise objects is clearly very deepseated. According to Larson (2009: 287):
Francophonia (2015), mentioned earlier. This
features a container ship transporting museum
objects which is in difficulty on high seas, and
references the famous painting by Géricault,
‘The Raft of the Medusa’ (1818-1819), which
is in the Louvre.
72
‘Hoplie (bleue)’ is the French for hoplia
coerulea, an iridescent blue-green scarab
beetle found in S.W. Europe. Breton is making
a pun on ‘Panoplie’ (panoply).
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‘Objects play a vital part in transforming
and establishing people’s intentions: a
person cannot exist beyond the material
world through which they must act and
interact’. And for some, like Sir Henry
Wellcome, it becomes a complete
obsession: “Wellcome was so organised
in his pursuit of the perfect museum that
his collection rapidly devolved into a
state bordering on chaos…The means
overshadowed the end’ (Larson 2009: 3);
“Wellcome’s social world was stitched
together by objects, and objects seemed to
render his world more manageable and
meaningful’ (Larson 2009:
Many people reading this will have
put together memory boxes,73 buried time
capsules or collected specific items as a
hobby (from stamps to teapots,
locomotive numbers to hatpins…). Or as
de Waal recalls from his childhood: ’my
cabinet of things found, things given,
things dug up’ (2015: 253).74 6).
The Turkish novelist and Nobel Prize
winner, Orhan Pamuk, wrote a novel
entitled The Museum of Innocence in
2008, in which the protagonist Kemal,
unhappy in love, obsessively collects
objects linked to his lover Füsun and
creates a museum. 75Pamuk himself
actually created this Museum of
Innocence in Istanbul, collecting some of
the objects as he was writing the novel:
‘The Museum of Innocence is housed
in an old, wine-red building in the
Çukurcuma neighborhood in Istanbul.
The museum displays real and fabricated
artefacts from everyday Turkish life
between 1950 and 2000, in homage both
to the novel and to Pamuk’s beloved
native city. At the entrance of the
museum, visitors can see a wall of the
cigarettes that Füsun, the protagonist of
the novel, smoked in the novel. The first
and the second floors are filled with 83
73

Memory boxes are used in bereavement
counselling for children, and with dementia
patients. Forster (2000) writes about a dying
mother who leaves her baby daughter a sealed
box of 11 objects, through which her now
grown-up daughter is able to learn the secrets
of her birth mother’s life and character.
74
As explored in the BBC Radio4 series
‘Objects of Desire’ (October 2016).
75
There is another similar, real life example:
the Museum of Broken Relationships, which
conserves items linked to hundreds of
emotional break-ups. There are permanent
exhibitions in Zagreb and Los Angeles, and
travelling exhibitions (see website). And a
2016 novel, The Museum of Cathy by Anna
Stothard picks up the same idea (see review by
Housham 2016).
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displays for each of the 83 chapters of the
novel. Finally the bed of Kemal is to be
seen in the attic’
(http://www.orhanpamuk.net/news.aspx?
id=26&lng=eng)
This desire to collect can be traced
back to early funerary practices, and the
placing of grave goods in burials. The
spiritual function of objects can also be
seen in the votive offerings left at temples
and, later, the sacred relics displayed in
churches. It reached a high point in the
splendour of the royal Egyptian tombs.
The desire to collect is matched only by
our curiosity: the desire to look at other
people’s collections.76
Chambers, boxes and cabinets were
restricted, private collections, which then
opened up to a wider audience in
purpose-built museums. Yet the early
collections of curiosities still hold their
appeal, so now we see them once more in
museum galleries and in the rooms of
stately homes. Furthermore, books and
other media have collected ‘virtual’
cabinets of curiosities: items never
actually deliberately placed together in a
physical chamber or cabinet, but through
which we can learn the history of a
person, a family, or, indeed, the human
race.
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